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I am pleased to 
announce that our 

plan to affiliate with 
Montefiore has been 
finalized as of July 1st. 
We have become one 
in excellence in caring 
under the Menorah 
Park name, while the 
legacy and Montefiore 
name will continue to be 
honored and remain on 
campus.  

We know our community counts on us to live 
up to our high standards and our commitment 
to provide beneficial resources. Our goal is to 
consistently help you and your loved ones live 
well and empowered through choices in services 
that fit your individual needs. This affiliation 
presents an excellent opportunity to combine 
our strengths and increase support for our entire 
community in keeping with the strong Jewish  
values we all hold dear. 

Jim Newbrough, 
Menorah Park  

Chief Executive Officer

Together in 
Excellence in 
Caring
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This is an exciting time and I am proud to continue to 
serve our community as CEO of Menorah Park.  Seth 
Vilensky, who was exceptional as the leader of Montefiore, 
will help us grow even more in a new position created on 
our executive team, president of business development 
and community health. We will support the community 
by delivering on our commitment to expand services 
developed through best practices. 
As we began our planning for affiliation after our first 
announcement, the focus for us and the nation shifted 
to COVID-19 with the important goal of safety and well-
being. Still, we kept our eyes on our desire to move 
forward and have successfully completed the legalities 
required to affiliate.  However, our planning related to 
building upon services has just begun. As a result, we 
don’t have many details to share at this time. We will take 
the time to determine our next steps over the next several 
months, and will continue to communicate each additional 
milestone in our growth.
Our community is the reason Menorah Park exists, and 
we are honored to serve you with excellence in caring. I 
know you’re with us and we can count on your support as 
we embark on this very positive era of new opportunity to 
provide even more benefits for you and your loved ones.

Growing Our Community

Jim Newbrough

Residents, Family, Supporters, 
Employees, Volunteers and Friends 

of Montefiore and The Weils

Welcome to our new expanded family. 
We look forward to getting to know all 
of you, and we want to use this issue of 
Campus News to introduce ourselves. 
Our community relies on us all, and 

this wonderful shared opportunity is a 
welcome celebration in a challenging year.

We are now one in excellence in caring.

Welcome!

* Some services are limited due to the current COVID-19 pandemic.

What does this new affiliation mean  
for you and your loved one?  

Now you have even more choices and  
opportunities to support your goals of  

living empowered, living better and  
becoming inspired by all the possibilities  

life presents. Serving you through a  
broader array of services on our campuses 

and in the community.

Post-Hospital Care
Rehabilitation Therapies including Aquatics

 Assisted & Independent Living
Memory Care Assisted Living,  

In-Home Memory Care & Brain Health*

Long-Term Care
Home Health Services

Adult Day Care*

Hospice & Palliative Care

To learn more, we invite you to visit  
MenorahPark.org  

or call us at 216.831.6500.

®

Now One  
in excellence in caring

menorah park + montefiore
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C O V E R  S T O R Y

Jewish Health Care &  
Residential Organizations 
Now One Together in Excellence in Caring

Because so many monumental events have 
occurred in the first year of this decade, 2020 

will forever be remembered in history.  And just 
as incredible, 2020 will be remembered as the 
historic year that Menorah Park affiliated with its 
Jewish faith-based neighbor, Montefiore.  Care 
and compassion drove the plans for this endeavor, 
motivated by the mission to serve many more of our 
community members and their families, well into the 
future.
Leaders from each organization realized the benefits 
of a strengthened bond; having partnered together in 
previous years on several important projects, going 
the next step was more than an idea, it was the right 
thing to do.
Our leaders determined that to 
continue being a force of good in 
an uncertain world, full of new 
challenges, hard decisions, and a 
need for bolder action, sacrifice, 
understanding, and resolution, 
coming together was a solid 
solution to serve more of our aging adults, hone the 
positives of the aging experience, and strengthen our 
ability to offer even more expertise, amazing staff, 
helpful programs, and of course, excellence in caring, 
now as one. 
The roles that Montefiore and Menorah Park have 
played in history are well documented.  Montefiore, 
founded in 1882, has a 138-year legacy of excellence 
and personalized care that includes promoting 
wellness, treating illnesses and maintaining the 
highest possible quality of life for the Greater 
Cleveland community.  Menorah Park, founded in 
1906 as the Jewish Orthodox Old Home, moved to its 
current location in 1968.  Its first community service, 
the Mandel Adult Day Center, is now the longest 
standing adult day care center in existence. The reach 
of Menorah Park’s services in the community has 
since broadened as needs have changed, to include 
assisted and independent living, rehabilitation, brain 
health, and much more.  Menorah Park’s legacy of 

excellence, creative expertise, and commitment to 
Jewish values are traditions that we will proudly 
continue today, tomorrow, and well into the next 
centuries. 
Both of our organizations were saving graces for the 
Jewish population when they opened their doors to 
take in those who needed them most.  With hundreds 
of years of combined history and experience, today’s 
community will reap the benefits of these two 
organizations’ lifetimes of expertise. 
This is a true historic moment to be celebrated for 
centuries to come.  Imagine the lives that will pass 
through these doors, and the families who will find 
comfort and relief knowing their loved ones are in the 

best places they can be.
Yes, 2020 will go down in 
history as a year that was all-
encompassing and thought 
provoking, a year that invoked 
world changing ideas and 
actions.  We are happy to 

include our great joining of forces for the good of all 
people who come to us, and who we will continue to 
serve.
Imagine the delight of our forefathers if they could 
have known this day would come.  If perhaps they 
could have seen into the future and what their efforts 
eventually led to, they would have been very proud of 
what we can now accomplish, together.
Menorah Park’s and Montefiore’s combined services 
will include: adult day care, brain health, post-
hospital care, long-term care, palliative care consult 
service, rehabilitation and outpatient therapy, home 
health care, assisted living and memory care assisted 
living, independent living, Menorah Park and 
Montefiore Hospice Services and more. 
For more information about Menorah Park, 
go to MenorahPark.org, or call 216-831-6500.
For more information about Montefiore, go to 
MontefioreCare.org, or call  216-360-9080.

* Some services are limited due to the current COVID-19 pandemic.
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A message from Bernice Rothman,  
R.H. Myers Tenants Association 

Older Americans Month 
encouraged us to continue to 

make our mark, and we seniors have 
so much to give, so we gave.  The R.H. 
Myers Tenants Association and I as 
its interim president offered a tasty 
boxed lunch and an activity packet 
for the community’s older adults.  

We created Feed the Mind, Feed the 
Body day and it was a wonderful 
experience.  We asked ourselves, why 
not show some of our fellow seniors 
that someone cares.  We all need 
bright spots and it’s always nice to 
know someone is thinking about us. 
The R.H. Myers kitchen staff prepared 
lunches like the ones we appreciate, 
and we wrote special notes and put 
together activities that have helped us 
pass the time.
Each of us has the ability to make 
a difference, and we hope that this 
program provides an enjoyable escape 
from the ongoing drumbeat of the 
virus. If you want to join the R.H. 
Myers Apartments family, call 
Deanna Snider at 216-360-8202.

Celebrate by 
Giving to Others

Bernice Rothman

In-Home Memory Care Program Now 
Available

For caregivers and loved ones caring for someone with early-
to mid-stage dementia, we are pleased to offer an innovative 

way to assist through our In-Home Memory Care Program. 
This service, new to the Menorah Park family and friends, was 
designed to provide memory care services and support wherever 

you call home - so individuals can 
continue to live independently in their 
own residence as long as possible. In 
its sixth year and having served more 
than one hundred families, this In-
Home Memory Care Program offers 
a coordinated approach to helping 
those with memory impairment live 
independently. This easy two-step 
process begins with a comprehensive 
assessment to evaluate the capabilities, 
functionality and safety of the 
individual. The first step includes a 
nursing assessment with a medication 

review and vital sign evaluation, home safety review, nutritional 
assessment and a life enrichment evaluation.
Additionally, the assessment covers core functional and cognitive 
skills to help identify areas of need along with conversations with 
caregivers to provide a clearer insight. The team then identifies 
specialized needs and coordinates services. 
In the second step, the In-Home 
Memory Care team reviews the 
information collected in the 
assessment and develops a full 
report and plan of care tailored to 
the individual and consistent with 
current routines.  
In addition to medical and nursing 
care, the team offers a menu of care 
options and strategies to address 
unmet needs and provide referrals 
and arrange for services including, 
but not limited to private care/
homecare, safety improvements, 
medical and nutritional services and 
activity stimulation plus any further support services. They also 
identify when individuals can no longer remain safely at home and 
support them through a care facility transition. 
For more information, please contact John Burkley at 
216-910-2327 or Kristen Morelli at 216-910-2323.  

John Burkley

Kristen Morelli
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menorah park + montefioreMenorah Park and 
Montefiore Recognized 
for Excellence
Menorah Park and Montefiore are the 
proud recipients of the Mt. Sinai Health 
Care Foundation’s 2020 Maurice Saltzman 
Award for Medical Excellence. The award 
states: “On behalf of our Board of Directors 
and staff, we offer our sincere thanks 
and deep gratitude for your hard work, 
sacrifice, and commitment to the health 
and safety of our community.” The award 
then names Menorah Park and Montefiore 
as “Cleveland’s Health Heroes.” It was 
signed by Judge Dan A Polster, chair, Board 
of Directors; Enid B. Rosenberg, chair, 
2020 Maurice Saltzman Award Selection 
Committee; and Mitchell Balk, president.
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This is a historic time on our 
Beachwood campus.  We are 

thrilled that Montefiore and The 
Weils are now Menorah Park 
affiliates, joining the Menorah 
Park nursing home, Wiggins 
Place, Stone Gardens, The  
R.H. Myers Apartments and our 
community-based programs and 
services.  
Menorah Park was already the 
biggest nursing home in the state.  

Now we can serve so many more people as they age, 
in wonderful locations staffed by the finest caregivers 
anywhere.
As Jewish Clevelanders, we should celebrate the 
fact that we could sustain two aging-services 
organizations for almost 115 years.  But in “today’s 
world”, where only New York City has more than one 
such organization, our coming together is both more 
efficient and a more contemporary way to deliver 
needed care and support.
There are so many benefits this brings to you, our 
precious donors.  Your support will go further, as we 
no longer have to support redundant governance and 
operations.  Instead of competing with each other for 
clients and funding, our combined strength will add 
value to the work we do to serve the community’s 
needs.  We can better assure you that your dollars 
will meet those critical needs, as we work together to 
define them and then provide excellent services.

Joel Fox 
Chief 

Development 
Officer

A Warm Welcome to Our Montefiore Friends
For those of you whose family names are on Menorah 
Park and Montefiore buildings, programs and funds, 
we are committed to maintaining your legacy.  All 
those plaques and signs will continue to recognize 
your generosity.  

All 500 of our named donor funds (Montefiore nicely 
calls them “family funds”) remain restricted to the 
use you placed on them.  

You can continue to designate your giving to the 
program or location that means the most to you.  

We have big upcoming needs in addition to the 
critical support of our Annual Campaign.  For 
example, and to really benefit from the affiliation, 
we can concentrate certain services in one central 
location.  You will hear more about that in the 
months to come.  

We hope you are among those who are saying it’s 
about time, because we agree.  We are thrilled to 
be adding the Montefiore Foundation’s Debbie 
Rothschild and Renee Greller to our team.  Now, 
together as one in excellence in caring, we can 
face the “Boomer tsunami” and the insurance and 
government funding challenges from a position of 
strength and community.  We welcome all of our 
Montefiore friends into the Menorah Park family, and 
we look forward to a bright future, with your help.

To contact Joel Fox or Foundation staff  
please call 216-595-7324 or email  
jfox@menorahpark.org.

Shining Star CLE 2020, in its fourth year, will be 
an online virtual event on Sunday, September 

13 at 7:00 p.m.  All are welcome to watch, vote and 
support this unique fundraising event.
The production will be similar to American Idol’s 
virtual format, but this Northeast Ohio solo-singing 
competition gives high school students the chance 
to compete for college scholarships. After competing 
in a series of online videos and Zoom follow-up 
auditions with professional judges, the Top Ten 

Finalists will each receive an opportunity to be safely 
and individually recorded in a professional studio for 
their Finals performance.
We are thrilled to welcome back Monica Robins 
of WKYC who will emcee the event. Additionally, 
the event will be judged by top talents in the music 
industry. The event promises to be 90-minutes of 
pure excitement, energy and phenomenal talent! 
You will see nothing short of a professional show 

Introducing Shining Star CLE 2020
Virtual Finals Performance & Competition!
Sunday, September 13, 2020 at 7:00 p.m. via Zoom

(see Shining Star on page 7)
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Ed and Naomi Singer

The Menorah Park family extends warmest wishes 
to Edwin Z. Singer on the happy occasion of 
his milestone 90th birthday. Ed’s extraordinary 
leadership as President of Menorah Park and then 
President of the Menorah Park Foundation for 21 
years is an unprecedented show of love and caring 

Stewardship
for everyone we serve. We would not be the strong 
and vibrant organization we are without Ed’s 
leadership and support. Thank you for everything, 
Ed, and may you see 120 years in good health and 
strength!  And we say to Ed, as he always says to 
others, with a greeting that is especially poignant at 
this time: “Just Be Well!”

combining pre-recorded and live components, videos, 
sponsor messages and thank you’s, and group and individual 
performances, all while enjoying the musical gifts of ten 
extraordinarily talented  high school students. Everyone who 
is watching this virtual show will have the opportunity to 
vote for their favorite performer from the top four finalists. 
All proceeds from the event benefit memory  
care programs and services throughout the campus 
and in the community. For more information  
on sponsorship, donor opportunities and  
additional information, contact Debbie Rothschild 
at 216-910-2633 or drothschild@MontefioreCare.
org.  Visit shiningstarcle.org to see our photo 
galleries and for further details.  See ad on back 
cover.

Shining Star (continued from page 6)

Thank you to the National Council 
of Jewish Women and many other 
community members who have created 
and delivered masks for our residents.  
You are appreciated!

Thank you to all of the 
generous donors who have 

contributed to the COVID-19 
emergency fund. Our frontline 

staff are grateful for your 
support and understanding.
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Tisha B’Av falls on the 
30th of July.

Tisha B’Av is the holiday 
that commemorates the 
destruction of the first and 
second holy temples in 
Jerusalem. The Talmud 
teaches us that the first 
temple was destroyed 
because people did not 
approach Torah study with 
reverence.
The second temple was 
destroyed because of 

baseless hatred between neighbors.

Campus Spiritual Living

We have been taught that when these breaches 
have been repaired, the temple will once again 
stand.
Let us use these challenging times to come 
together in unity.
May we forever celebrate the sacredness of our 
Torah and our traditions.
With this in mind may we be worthy to see the 
holy temple rebuilt speedily in our days! Let us 
each behold this opportunity, as one. Amen.

Coming Together in Unity and Reverence

Spiritual Living Associate Director, 
Hospice Chaplain

Rabbi Joseph Kirsch

Rabbi Joseph 
Kirsch 

Spiritual Living
Associate Director,
Hospice Chaplain

In this uncommon time, it’s extraordinary to 
find the uncommon ties that bind us; regardless 

of age, race, religion, or color.  But we did, when 
several young teens decided to utilize their free 
time and knowledge of technology to help nursing 
home residents stay safe by donating face shields 
for Menorah Park staff, to add to our supplies.  They 
created them using 3-D printers during a six-week 
youth engagement program started by leaders at the 
Cleveland Chapter of the non-profit organization 
SEWA International. We applaud this wonderful 
initiative where they had opportunity to contribute to 
COVID-19 relief efforts. The group arrived on a warm 

Sunday in June with 60 shields.  The 
presentation was reported by News 
5 Cleveland and the link to the story 
may be found on our website at 
MenorahPark.org/News, or on our 
Menorah Park Facebook page.  
During the presentation, the group 
spoke individually of their reasons 
for wanting to give back to their 
community.  Clad in bright yellow 
shirts that had VOLUNTEER on the 
back, they were so much more in 

that moment.  These young people spoke eloquently 
and succinctly, 
showing leadership 
that has been 
nurtured and guided 
toward the growth 
of this wonderful 
group of young 
philanthropists in 
the making. We are 
fortunate to receive 
the face shields, 
and their support.  
Thank you SEWA!

SEWA Volunteers

Face shields created using 3-D 
printers

SEWA Teens Create, Donate Face-shields
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If you are feeling 
stressed, anxious, 

scared, or depressed 
because the 
COVID-19 pandemic, 
you are not alone. 
In the last several 
months, we have 
made sacrifices 
to our social, 
emotional, physical, 
and economic well-
being to help flatten 
the curve, and it has 
taken a toll. As many 
of us now turn our 
attention toward 
our own mental and 

physical health, we at the Menorah Park Center 4 
Brain Health are here to share some tips for success. 
Here are six research-backed suggestions to help 
improve your brain health (and indeed your overall 
health!) in the era of COVID-19:
1. Stay Connected – Yes, it seems like an 
oxymoron to advocate social connectedness in a time 
when social isolation saves lives.  However, research 
on loneliness and social well-being indicates that 
feelings of social connectedness are not necessarily 
tied to physical connectedness. In fact, we can feel 
lonely in a sea of other people, and we can feel a 
warm sense of belonging when no one is around. 
We are lucky to live in a time when connecting with 
our friends and family is a phone call, email, or text 
message away. This doesn’t mean that you have to 
reach out to everyone in your address book! Take 
some time to connect with a few close friends and 
family.  
2. Stay Physically Active – It has been 
difficult for many people to maintain their physical 
health in the last few months through regular 
exercise.  For those of us who abandoned a regular 
gym routine when the pandemic began, this is 
especially true. Try to get a routine together for 
exercise that you can do in your home. Or, if you are 
able to get outdoors for a jog or walk, go ahead and 
enjoy the sunshine!  

3. Do Something Nice for Someone Else – 
Research in Psychology has found that spending 
money or time on someone else leads to a “warm 
glow” of positivity. In fact, participants in one study 
who were given a small amount of money to spend 
on someone else reported feeling happier at the end 
of the day than participants who were given a small 
amount of money to spend on themselves (Dunn 
and colleagues, 2014). If you have some extra time 
or resources, consider doing something nice for 
someone you love. They will appreciate it, and it may 
give you a little boost as well!
4. Disconnect from Stressful Media – 
Fed up with the negativity in the news, actor John 
Krasinski started his own YouTube news channel 
called “Some Good News.” Indeed, in this particularly 
turbulent time, we may feel the need to stay as 
connected and up-to-date as possible with the 
media. Unfortunately, many stories in our newsfeeds 
are dripping with negativity. If all that doom and 
gloom is getting you down, try to reduce your media 
intake so that you’re up-to-date, but not constantly 
bombarded by the negativity.
5. Stick to a Routine – For those of us going 
through the pandemic without a daily structure, 
it can be difficult to stick to a routine. By planning 
and sticking to a weekly schedule (what days will 
I exercise, grocery shop, work on a hobby, etc.?), 
the days will feel less boring and aimless.  If you’re 
working from home, try not to neglect your personal 
care routine just because you don’t have to see your 
coworkers during the day.  
6. Learn Something New – With more 
time to ourselves, many of us have taken the time 
to learn something new. Whether it’s a hobby like 
baking or gardening, or learning a new subject such 
as computer programming or a foreign language, 
now is a great time to learn something new! 
Learning something new is beneficial not only for 
our enjoyment and mental health, but continuing to 
challenge your brain to learn new material is good for 
your cognitive health as well!
To contact Evan Shelton please call  
216-831-5452 x182 or email  
eshelton@menorahpark.org.

Six Tips for Maximizing Well-being in the Era of COVID-19

Evan Shelton 
Director of the Menorah 

Park Center 4 Brain Health®
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Bored?  Let’s Stay Active and Engaged!
Staying active and creatively 

engaged is the best defense 
against isolation and boredom.  
Our Life Enrichment staff from 
all over campus have come 
up with many great activities 
for residents, and you can try 
some of these at home too.
Residents from R.H. 
Myers will continue to enjoy 
weekly snack and cocktail 
carts, use their creativity in a 
cartoon caption contest, enjoy 
a scavenger hunt, pick a book 
from the book cart, take part in 
creative writing, brain games, 
trivia, puzzles and many other 
mini projects.
At Stone Gardens, residents 
enjoy hallway singalongs, word 
games, trivia, ice cream treats, 
a book mobile, daily televised 
seated exercise classes, 
independent art projects, 
puzzles, trivia, word games, poetry, gardening in our 
raised garden bed, daily happy hour, and a Shabbat 
Shalom cart.  They also create Thinking of You cards 
to send to staff and other residents in the building, 
go on walks with staff and enjoy the fresh air in 

our outdoor 
seating/patio 
areas, daily 
independent 
activity packets 
and updates 
through “today 
in history.” 
At Menorah 
Park, patio 
entertainers 
are back so 
residents can 
watch their 
favorite Piazza 
performers and 
sing along if the 
mood strikes 

(see Stay Active 
on page 11)

them. There are continued 
hallway activities such as trivia, 
puzzles, and exercise. They 
FaceTime and Skype with loved 
ones, take calls, participate in 
a Pen Pal program within the 
building, and enjoy numerous 
one to one visits.
Wiggins Place residents 
enjoy daily exercise with 
different stations set up in 
their hallways, trivia and fun 
facts and additional exercise 
on channel 2, Lottery Bingo, 
a midday movie, a weekday 
Art Cart with craft projects 
including velvet art, adult 
coloring projects, jewelry 
making, and more.  They 
love ice cream treats, the 
book mobile, word games, 
magazines, puzzles, a bi-
Weekly TGIF “social on 
wheels” and a bi-weekly 
Challah and wine cart.  

They have a gardening club and make-and-take 
art projects. A new release evening movie every 
Tuesday and 
Saturday also 
helps keep the 
entertainment 
coming.
At Helen’s 
Place, the main 
emphasis has 
been exercise. 
Staff has been 
able to meet a 
few residents 
at a time-safe 
distance to 
begin exercise. 
Taking walks 
outside has also 

Life Enrichment Director Kim Skerl delivers 
“airline snacks” to Donna Brunello on Tacky 
Tourist Day at Menorah Park

Mary Larry gets ready to build her 
sand castle bringing back memories 
of Euclid Beach

Milestone Birthdays are cause for 
many celebrations across campus 
filling all of our hearts with joy. 
Including Stone Gardens residents 
Gloria Newman and Shirley Eppler 
(pictured) who recently celebrated 
90 years
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been enjoyed. 
The one positive 
during COVID is 
reminiscing with 
residents by looking 
through their photo 
albums one-on-one 
and learning new 
things about each 
other.
At Montefiore, 
long-term care 
residents enjoy 
themed weeks, patio 
entertainment, 
the goodies cart 
with cookies, 
ice cream, and a 
slushy machine, 
hallways bingo 
and sing-a-longs, 
FaceTime, Skype and window visits, a Pen Pals letter 
writing program with community volunteers, and 
an iPad program for music, games, and more. They 
have one-on-one visits, an in-room TV channel with 
various programming.

At The 
Willensky 
Residence, 
residents also 
enjoy themed 
weeks, patio 
entertainment, 
FaceTime, 
and Skype.  
They have a 
Pen Pal letter 
writing/card 
program with 
community 
volunteers, 
enjoy one-
on-one visits, 
in-room 
TV channel 
with various 
programming, 

Stay Active (continued from page 10)

daily use of IN2L 
system-music, 
games, trivia, 
distance learning, 
exercise, brain 
games, art projects, 
exercise, individual 
cooking projects, 
themed meals and 
treats, window/
Zoom music therapy 
sessions, happy 
hours and a Garden 
Club.
Activities at 
The Weils and 
The David and 
Freda Robinson 
Residence
Every suitable 
morning, “garden 

sunshine time” occurs to get a daily dose of Vitamin 
D, and chat over a second cup of coffee. Singing 
sensation Greg Piscura performs in July and August 
walking around the building outside and serenading 
our residents. They enjoy ice cream and disco 
carts, puzzle 
projects, history 
and mystery 
games. They 
also continue 
to engage in 
FaceTime and 
Zoom calls with 
families, and 
have just begun 
enjoying family 
visits outdoors.  
Additionally, 
residents have 
enjoyed family 
drive-by car 
parades and a 
bubbleologist 
entertaining 
everyone!

Lenore Bletcher plays piano at the R.H. Myers Apartments

Weils resident John Argenzia beams 
with pride after he built his very own 
wooden pirate ship

Judy Kramer enjoys a special card 
created by a volunteer at Montefiore
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Sunday, September 13, 2020 ê 7pm 

VIRTUAL FINALS PERFORMANCE & COMPETITION
LIVE-STREAMED AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Audrey & Kenny Koblitz  ê  Adriana & Andrew Randall ê  Marcy Schwartz & Daniel Simon ê  Carmie & Todd Stein

Shining Star CLE in its fourth year is Northeast Ohio’s unique solo-singing competition 
 giving high school students the opportunity to win college scholarships.

This event provides much needed funds to support memory care services and programs  
offered by Montefiore Memory Care, an affiliate of Menorah Park.

For sponsorship, playbill ad, donor opportunities and additional information, contact 
Debbie Rothschild at 216.910.2633 or drothschild@montefiorecare.org or visit

SAVE THE DATE

CLE 2020

shiningstarcle.org

CO-CHAIRS


